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      The  speakers covered by this manual are not intended for fixed installation in outdoor or high moisture environments .
Moisture can damage the speaker cone and surround and cause corrosion of electrical contacts and mental parts .
Avoid exposing the speakers to direct moisture .Keep speakers out of extended or intense direct sunlight 
The speaker can generate considerable energy .When placed on a slippery surface such as polished wood or linoleum ,
the speakers may move due to its acoustical energy output. Precautions should be taken to assure that the speaker does 
not fall off a stage or table on which it is placed .

    
      The model cabinet on this manual is equipped with a 35mm receptacle cup to allow mounting on tripod
 stands or pillar. When using the bracket  connection, ,be sure to observe the following precautions :

1、Check the stand or pole specification to be certain the device is designed to support the weight of the speaker.

2、Observe all safety precautions specified by the manufacture .

3、Always verify that the stand (or subwoofer / pole ) is placed on a flat ,level and stable surface and ensure safety

4、Position the stand so that the legs do not present a trip hazard .
     Route cables so that the performers ,production and audience will not trip and topple the speakers over .

5、Inspect the stand (or pole and associated hardware ) before each use 
     and do not use equipment with worn ,damaged ,or missing parts .

6、Always be cautions in windy ,outdoor conditions .It may be necessary to place additional weight (i.e.sand bags) 
     on the base of the stand to improve stability .
     Avoid attaching banners or similar items to any part of a speaker system .
    Such attachments could act as as sail and topple the system .

7、Unless you are confident that you can handle the weight of the speaker ,
      ask another person to help you get it onto the tripod stand or pole .

8、The loudspeakers are easily capable of generating sound pressure levels (SPL) sufficient to cause permanent hearing 
      damage to performers ,production crew and audience members .Caution should be taken to avoid prolonged exposure 
      to SPL in excess of 90 dB. 
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PREFACE USE

Stand mounting safety precautions 
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Function introduction

Ultra-wide flat frequency response.

A rich 8-channel input interface is available for performance use.

The four channel have phantom power +48V.

Equipped with a multi-function MP3 Bluetooth player.

Upgrade 16DSP(32bit)

Built-in USB wireless microphone input interface.

Built-in high-power Class D amplifiers, beyond your expected output 
impedance. In addition to the main box,  it can easily connect with three 
passive speakers. Amazing sound pressure is achieved when four speaker
 outputs are selected.



Real panel layout
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13 6.35MM input interface:
  L (left channel input)
  R (right channel input)

14 3.5MM input interface:
Connect your phone/MP3 player, etc.
Stereo input with priority function When using this 
interface,the line automatically disconnects the input 
of the same 6.35MM interface.

15  Stereo and mono conversion of the input signal of the channel:
 STEREO (stereo), MONO (mono)

16  6.35MM input interface and CD input interface:
  L (left channel input)
  R (right channel input)

17 1, 2, 3, 4 channel line and microphone input interface:
  The interface is a composite dual-purpose interface of 
  XLR and 6.35MM.

18 1, 2, 3, 4 channel line or microphone input switch:
  This status is microphone input
  This state is the line signal input
 

19  Output volume of each channel
 

20

21

22

The output of each channel to the volume of the

 reverb

  Bass adjustment knob for each channel
 
 Middle adjustment knob for each channel

23 Treble adjustment knob for each channel

24  Another speaker MAIN 2 (sub-box) output interface:
With the standard speaker, (the speaker impedance 
is       ) 

25

 AC input socket

26  Total power switch: ON、 OFF

Real panel layout

1

2

3

4 Multi-function selector switch:

used to select the type of DSP、rotate left and right for 

selection/press OK.

5

6

Reverb adjustment knob:
FX(audio signal input size)
Repeat( control repeat parameter)
FX VOL(reverb output volume)

7

 

 Stereo and mono conversion of Mp3 output signals.8

9  Main power indicator: 

10

11  MAIN 1 control  volume and level indicator of this speaker:
This knob is used to control the main output volume of this speaker 
and the level indicator light is used at the same time.When the CLP 
lamp starts to light, it means that the output signal strength is too high
 and the distortion limit function is automatically turned on.

12

USB wireless microphone input interface(optional accessories)

 Control on 1、2 channels  when in use

Mp3 input interface

multi-function display:
display current DSP effect mode usage and Mp3 play status

Mp3 player button:
“STOP”“REC Recording”
Loop playback 
MODE MP3/Bluetooth Switching
Multi-function control button/play、pause、previous 

and next
 
Mp3 Player output volume, height, bass adjustment knob

when the power is on, the light is always on.

Phantom Power +48V:
This switch switches the phantom power on and off. When the 
switchis turned on, +48V phantom power is supplied to all 
channels with XLR input jacks.

Another speaker MAIN 2 (sub-box) level control and line output and 
level indicator:
This knob simultaneously controls the "output" interface and the 
output level of the MAIN2 OUT and the level indicator are used at the
same time,When the CLP lamp starts to light, it means  that the output
signal strength is too high and the distortion limit function is 
automatically turned on.

8Ω

27

Please use these two interfaces when you need to 
add with two speakers(the speaker impedance is      )8Ω
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NL4FC SPEAKER CONNECTORS

STEREO/ PARALLEL

6

Cable connection
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Connection diagram

MAIN2 OUT

AC:220V~240V  

MADE IN CHINA

SPEAKERS OUTPUT POWER SOURCE

PARALLEL OUT
MAIN 1 MAIN 2

UHF2

MP 3

MP 3/

{            }MP 3/

Please use these 
two interfaces 
when you need 
to add with two 
speakers
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Rack Mount installation

Use placement

Ground plane placement
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15"x1(Low)1* 34mm (High)Driver Quantity

Rated output power:

Output Circuitry:

Overall efficiency

Line Channel

Channel EQ

MIC

EFFECT

AUX SEND

External speaker interface

Output impedance

Power Supply

Class D

≥88%

8CH

4

16DSP

1

8Ω

3 BAND

3

220V~,50Hz

350W+350W

Specifications

Fault conditions,                                                                  Troubleshooting

The power on light does not light up.

U disk playback no sound

The Bluetooth connectionof the mobile phone
 is not normal.

Connecting a wired microphone is too small    

Confirm the status of the beginning of the FX knob and select it as needed.

Check if the +48V switch is not turned on when the condenser microphone 

is connected.

External equipment has abnormal noise     

Check if the LINE/MIC button on the used channel is in the      status.

Common troubleshooting

Check if the power cord is plugged in, the power cord is damaged,and the fuse 
above the power outlet is blown.

Check if the playback status, the main volume knob is off, and whether the 
playback can read the USB flash drive normally.

Mp3 music sound quality is abnormal Check if the high/bass knob is adjusted to its own position.

Check if Bluetooth is connected,Whether the Bluetooth of the mobile phone is 
connected to the Bluetooth of the speaker,and whether the Bluetooth signal is 
beyond the usable range.If the above methods are not resolved, please try to 
restart the speaker power and try again.,

Check whether the device connected to the channel is normal and the interface 
is not properly connected.

Abnormal sound when using line input

115V~,50Hz
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